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Chapter 18
Supporting Physicians through Recommendation: Guidelines and Beyond

Luca Anselma, Alessio Bottrighi, Arjen Hommersom, Paolo Terenziani, and Anthony Hunter

18.1 Clinical Practice Guidelines

The recommendation task, intended as the task of supporting physicians in their activity (and, in particular, in decision making) by providing them indications of the most appropriate way of treating patients, has a long story in Medical Informatics that dates back, for instance, to the first medical expert systems (MYCIN [19]). Many different tools and techniques have been devised, within the Medical Informatics area, in order to provide physicians with recommendations about the most appropriate treatment of patients. Recently, Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) have gained a major role in this context. CPGs are, in the definition of the USA Institute of Medicine, ‘systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care in specific clinical circumstances’ (Institute of Medicine, 2001, p. 151). They are conceived as a way of putting Evidence-Based Medicine into practice, as well as a mean to grant both the quality and the standardization of healthcare services, and the minimization of costs. Thousands of CPGs have been devised in the last years. For instance, the Guideline International Network (http://www.g-i-n.net) groups 77 organizations of 4 continents, and provides a library of more than 5000 CPGs. CPGs aim to reduce errors, unjustified practice variation and wasteful commitment of resources, and encourage best practices and accountability in medicine. Clinical guidelines are typically created by medical experts or panels convened by specialty organizations, who review the relevant studies, perform meta-analysis by contrasting and combining results from different studies and, using a consensus-based process, compile a set of evidence-based recommendations. Their focus may be on screening, diagnosis, management, treatment, or referral of patients with specific clinical conditions. The recommendations are typically written as narrative text and tables, which point back to background material and evidence, ranking the strength of clinical validity, and the strength with which recommendations should be followed according to the guideline authors.
The adoption of computerized approaches to acquire, represent, execute and reason with CPGs can further increase the advantages of CPGs, providing crucial advantages to:

- patients, granting them that they will receive the best quality medical treatments (since CPGs are actually a way of putting EBM into practice);
- physicians, providing them with a standard reference which they may consult, with a way of certifying the quality of their activity (e.g., for insurance or legal purposes), as well as with advanced support to their decision-making activity;
- hospitals and health-care centers, providing them with tools to grant the quality and the standardization of their services, as well as with a means to evaluate quality, and to optimize costs and resources.

However, the main purpose of CPGs is to support physicians in their everyday knowledge-based decision making when treating patients, providing them evidence-based recommendations at the point of care.

Unfortunately, there are several obstacles for a full exploitation of CPGs in the clinical practice. For instance, since CPGs are usually written as standard text in natural language, they tend to be quite long, so that it is difficult for the physician at the point of care to find out the specific part of the guideline that is relevant for the specific patient at hand. Additionally, natural language is inherently ambiguous, so that textually written CPGs are usually not “rigorous” and “formal” enough, possibly leading to un-correct interpretations of physicians using them. Last, but not least, one of the main goals of CPGs is to capture medical evidence. However, from one side, evidence is essentially a form of statistical knowledge, capturing the generalities of classes of patients, rather than the peculiarities of a specific patient. From the other side, demanding to expert committees to characterize all possible executions of a CPG on any possible specific patient in any possible clinical condition is an unfeasible task. Thus, CPGs assume to deal with ideal patients, i.e., patients that have just the single disease considered in the CPG (thus excluding the concurrent application of more than one CPG), and are “statistically relevant” (they model the typical patient affected by the given disease), not presenting rare peculiarities/side-effects. Also CPGs assume to operate in ideal context of execution, so that all necessary resources are available. Unfortunately, however, not all patients and execution contexts are “ideal” (in the above sense). As a consequence, there is always a gap between the generality of CPGs and the specificities of their execution on a specific patient in a specific context. Fulfilling such a gap is a difficult and challenging task, which is usually completely demanded to user physicians.

### 18.2 Computer Interpretable Guidelines

In the last two decades, Computer Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs) have been introduced in order to overcome some the above problems, and different formalisms and software systems have been developed to support them. CIG formalisms are usually
based on a Task-Network Model (TNM): a (hierarchical) model of the guideline control flow as a network of specific tasks. Such formalisms are “formal” and allow one to unambiguously represent guideline procedures and recommendations. Besides supporting formal languages to acquire and represent CPGs, CIG systems usually also provide execution engines that allow user physicians to “instantiate” general guidelines on specific patients: by accessing the patient clinical data, the execution engine shows to the user physicians only those paths of actions that are applicable to the patient at hand. In such a way, they provide patient-oriented recommendations to physicians, allowing them to fulfill the gap between the generality of the CPG and the specificity of the patient at hand. Given such advantages, many CIG formalisms and systems have been designed/built in the last two decades. Some of them (the list is in alphabetic order, and is far from being exhaustive) are: Asbru [15], EON [9], GEM [18], GLARE [22], GLIF [12], GUIDE [13], PRODIGY [6], PROforma [2], SAGE [23].

A survey and/or a comparative analysis of these systems is outside the goals of this chapter. A comparison of Asbru, EON, GLIF, Guide, PROforma, PRODIGY can be found in [10]. The recent book by Ten Teije [21] represents a consensus of a large part of the computer-oriented CPG community. It presents an assessment of the state of the art, as well as a collection of several recent approaches. Comprehensive surveys of the state-of-the-art about CIG have been already published [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 24].

The surveys show that a relative consensus has been achieved concerning the representation formalisms. Although there are notable differences among the different approaches, partly due to the different goals they pursue, some important commonalities have been reached. For example, most approaches model guidelines in terms of a Task-Network Model (TNM): a (hierarchical) model of the guideline control flow as a network of specific tasks. Although the terminology may differ, all approaches support a basic set of core guideline tasks, such as decisions, actions and entry criteria. Decisions for example are represented by means of logic slots in the Arden Syntax, Decision steps in GLIF, Decision tasks in PROforma and GLARE, conditions in Asbru, and Decisions in EON. The TNMs of most approaches define a fixed set of guideline tasks (one remarkable exception is EON, in which new types of tasks may be introduced). Most approaches also provide explicit support for controlled nesting of guidelines in order to model complex guidelines in terms of subguidelines (e.g., GLIF and EON) or subplans (e.g., PROforma, Asbru, GLARE). GLIF also supports the representation of common guideline structures through Macros, which facilitates the reuse of guidelines that are employed often (e.g., “if-then” rules). EON, PROforma and Asbru also support the use of goals and intentions to formally specify a guideline on a higher level of abstraction.

From the architectural point of view, most CIG approaches provide specific support for at least two subtasks: (i) CPG acquisition and representation and (ii) CPG execution. Concerning acquisition, different issues have been addressed, ranging from the definition of suitable graphical interfaces to enhance the physician-system interaction, to the definition of set of tools supporting the progressive transformation from a textual CPG to its formal representation ([8, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20]).
With respect to execution, most approaches have developed execution engines that support the execution of an acquired CPG on a specific patient. Execution engines access the patient clinical data and use them to discriminate between alternative diagnostic/therapeutic paths, providing user physicians with recommendations about the next actions to be executed on the specific patient at hand.

18.3 Verification of Computer Interpretable Guidelines

While the representation and the execution of CIG seem nowadays to be at least partly consolidated, a very important open issue regards reasoning on CPGs. Indeed, CPGs are, first of all, knowledge sources and, as such, the Artificial Intelligence tradition demonstrates that they may be object of different forms of reasoning. Indeed, Artificial Intelligence widely demonstrates that representation and reasoning are strictly related tasks, complementing each other. In many Artificial Intelligence contexts, knowledge representation is useless without proper reasoning mechanisms operating on it. Indeed, reasoning mechanisms are the tool to “qualify” the represented knowledge, determining its implicit implications and, at the very end, showing its intrinsic underlying semantics.

In the last years, some reasoning tasks concerning CIGs have started to attract increasing attention. CIG verification and conformance are two of them. Roughly speaking, conformance analysis concerns the execution of a CIG on a specific patient, and is used in order to check whether the CIG recommendations have been followed in the treatment of the patient. A technical description of conformance, and an advanced treatment to it, are proposed in Chapter 5 of this book. On the other hand, in Chapter 19 we focus on CIG verification.

As regards verification, it is worth remembering that, in general, CPGs are a very extensive body of knowledge, which, as long as no formal language is used to represent it, is expressed in an “imprecise” (or partially ambiguous) way. The acquisition and formal representation of a CPG is thus a complex process, so that there is no guarantee that the final formal representation exactly achieves all the desired objectives in terms of correctness and completeness of the specified therapeutic and/or diagnostic treatments. Indeed, there are at least two potential sources of errors. On the one hand, given the large amount of knowledge it contains, there is no guarantee that even the original (textual) guideline correctly covers all the desired cases. On the other hand, the formalization of original (textual) guidelines into some CIG formalism is a complex process that may introduce errors. As a consequence of these problems (and, in general, of the complexity of CPGs), automatic or semi-automatic supports to verification are important, to check, e.g., whether an acquired CIG allows to cope in the desired way with its eligible patients. Only after the check that a CIG verifies the desired properties, physicians can fully trust it and the recommendation it provides. However, CIG verification is a complex task, also in consideration of the fact that CPGs contain heterogeneous forms of knowledge. As a consequence, the adoption of different methodologies (each one appropriate for
a specific type of knowledge/verification) seems to be the best option. In particular, the GLARE system emerges in the literature for the attention devoted to different forms of verification, through the adoption of different Artificial Intelligence formal techniques. In particular, three different forms of verification are considered:

1. verification that the temporal constraints in a CIG are consistent, through constraint-based temporal reasoning techniques;
2. verification of different medical properties of a CIG (e.g., its capability of coping with a given type of patients, or to support specific types of treatments), through model checking;
3. verification of probabilistic properties of a CIG in the context of a probabilistic knowledge base, through probabilistic modelling.

18.4 Aggregation of Evidence using Argumentation

As valuable as guidelines are for drawing the best available evidence into decision making in healthcare, there are also some important limitations.

1. Constructing guidelines can involve assimilating massive amounts of evidence. For instance, medical guidelines are based on a rapidly growing body of biomedical evidence, such as clinical trials and other scientific studies (for example, PubMed, the online repository of biomedical abstracts run by the US National Institute of Health has over 20 million articles). Production of evidence-based guidelines therefore requires considerable human effort and expenditure since the evidence needs to be systematically reviewed and aggregated.
2. Guidelines can become out-of-date quite quickly. For example, in medicine, even when major trials are published on topics, it may take years before the guidelines are rewritten to take account of the large amounts of newly available evidence (for example, PubMed is growing at the rate of 2 articles per minute). Decision makers are thus faced with the problem of assimilating and processing guidelines in combination with large amounts of newly available evidence which may warrant recommendations that conflict with, and so suggest revisions to, those recommendations provided by the guidelines.
3. Often there are overlapping guidelines to consider (from different agencies or bodies, and international, national, and local sources), and when there are multiple problems to be resolved (e.g. a patient with both cancer and liver problems). Thus, different guidelines may offer conflicting guidance.
4. Guideline recommendations are often written keeping in mind a general population so they need to be interpreted for individual cases with specific features. For example, given a patient with some particular symptoms and test results, the clinician needs to decide if the patient falls into any of the classes of patients for which the guideline offers guidance (e.g. if the patient is from a particular ethnic group, or if they are very young, or if their symptoms do not exactly correspond). If the clinician has doubts, then turning to the primary literature
for fuller descriptions of the relevant clinical trials may be useful. However, the
clinician may then need to assimilate and aggregate the results from a number of
articles which can be challenging. So after what may be an incomplete study of
the evidence, the clinician decides whether or not to accept the recommendation
from the guideline for the specific case.

5. Guidelines are **not sensitive to local needs** or circumstances. This may also re-
sult in non-compliance by the decision maker in using a guideline. For example,
an international guideline may recommend a particular kind of scan for patients
with a particular combination of symptoms, but a particular hospital using the
guideline might not be able to provide such a scan, and would deviate from the
recommendations by the guideline.

6. Use of guidelines can **decouple a decision maker from the evidence** which
can be problematical since the decision maker may have valuable knowledge
and experience for use in interpreting the evidence.

These shortcomings suggest that there is a need for knowledge aggregation tech-
nologies for making evidence-based recommendations based on large repositories
of complex, rapidly expanding, incomplete and inconsistent evidence. These tech-
nologies should aim to overcome the limitations of guidelines listed above, and
offer tools for users who need to make evidence-based decisions, as well as users
who need to draft systematic reviews and guidelines, and users who need to under-
take research in order to fill gaps or resolve conflicts in the available evidence. In
Chapter 20, such knowledge aggregation methodology based on argumentation is
presented as a tutorial.
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